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BRUSSELS, Feb 10 (Reuters)
“Belgium's leading art museum 

has returned a painting it held for 
71 years to the great-

grandchildren of a Jewish couple 
whose property was looted by 
the Nazis after they fled on the 

eve of World War Two.
The family's Berlin-based law 

firm approached the Royal 
Museums of Fine Arts over five 

years ago and on Thursday, after 
a briefing signing ceremony, 

workers took down the painting 
and wheeled it off to be packed”.

“Belgium museum 
returns painting to Jewish 

family after 71 years”

Flowers by Lovis Corinth 
(1913, Oil on canvas, 81 x 66 cm, Royal Museums of Fine Arts of Belgium inv. 6605)



https://lootedart.belgium.be/

https://lootedart.belgium.be/


6-voet virginal by Andreas Ruckers, Antwerp 1633
MIM inv. 1971.027 < Wanda Landowska’s collection

Wanda Landowska’s garden around 1930



Inventory 
1971



Letter from de MIM’s 
curator René de Maeyer

to 
the Minister of Culture

asking a $6500 funding in 
order to buy the 

Landowska’s virginal

1st July 1971



According to the inscription at the back of the nameboard, the first known owner of the virginal was Franciscus De 

Graeve, sexton and organist from 1818 to 1845 in the parish of Elseghem (diocese of Gent). 

The virginal was then acquired by Abel Régibo (1835-1896).

In September 1897, it was put up for sale by his heirs along with other instruments from his collection, though it is not 

known what became of it.



In 1925 the virginal was purchased by Wanda Landowska 
« at the Brussels Museum’s caretaker’s flat» !

The famous harpsichordist put the virginal in the 
« Temple of Early Music » at Saint-Leu-la-Forêt, a 

center for teaching, research and concerts with a very 
rich library (10,000 books) and a collection of music 

instruments, visited by many musicians, 
painters and writers…



« P 46 Tafelklavier (Inschrift musica magnorum xt solamum dulce

laborium) »





From 1939 till 1945
registration of 19 instruments:

➢ 11 donations or legacies made by 
Mr(s) Paturiaux, Marie-Hélène 
Traets, Arthur Weckesser, Mrs Le 
Roy-Van Daem, Mr Doutrelepont, 
Mr Laroux, Mrs Hageman, Mrs Heny
Hachez

➢ 4 purchases from unidentified 
sellers

➢ 5 instruments listed during the 
“general recolement of unexposed 
pieces” carried out in May 1942



Mahillon clarinet,
Brussels 1863 

(inv. 3576)

Rabab 
(inv. 3577)

J.F. Vogelsangs upright piano, Brussels around 1845
(inv. 3578)

Schott fils oboe,
Antwerp 1824-1840 

(inv. 3579)

C.G. Bormann oboe, 
Dresden 1808-1847

(inv. 3580)

G.C. Bachmann 
clarinet, Brussels 

1826-1842
(inv. 3581)

A. Van de Velde diatonic accordion, 
Wetteren 1900-1940

(inv. 3582)

Vessel rattles, Flanders 
(inv. 3585)

A. Debain harmonium, Paris 1850-1877
(inv. 3586)

Reproduction of a lituus made by Mahillon
(inv. 3587)



Musical slide rule by Mahillon,
Brussels before 1942 

(inv. 3588)

Organ pipe
(inv. 3589)

Johann Elias Pfretzchner violin, 
Germany around 1790 (inv. 3591)

J.L. Tulou oboe, 
Paris 1931-1859

(inv. 3592) Mahillon double bassoon, 
Belgium 1867-1914 

(inv. 3594)

C. Godfroid transverse flute, Paris 1814-1841
(inv. 3595)

“The difficulty of the current times determines 
many collectors to resell”

Suzanne Clercx, 1943



❖ Inventory

❖ list of donors published in the Annuaire du Conservatoire royal de Musique de 
Bruxelles but only until 1928

❖ from 1969, a number of accounting documents: purchase orders, invoices, …

❖ correspondence from MIM curators

→ Closson’s correspondence



COLLECTION CALLED « MUSEUM OF EXCHANGES »: 

Miscellaneous duplicates that do not appear in the printed catalog or the 

provisional catalog



Neapolitan mandolin, 
Germany around 1880 

(inv. 0529)

C.F. Landolfi violin, 
Italy 1758 

(inv. 3500/ P210)

A. Guarneri violin, 
Italie 1645-1698 
(inv. 3499/ P209)

P.G. Maggini alto, 
Brescia around 1615 

(inv. 3506/ P216)





In April 1944, the museum
was again closed as “the
liberation offensive was being
prepared”.

12 “large zinc boxes, 2m x
1.25m, welded with the
greatest care” are built in the
museum's workshops.

The boxes are placed in “a
secret ventilated shelter
whose solid vaults offer every
guarantee. The most precious
of them, containing in
particular the famous bass
viol known as "au plan de
Paris", is deposited in the
special shelters of the Société
Générale, rue de la Loi. After a
few months, two cases
containing the most fragile
instruments were checked”.

According to Closson, “these
are in the most perfect state
of conservation“…

The famous bass viol « au plan de Paris » 
(inv. 1427)



Inventory of string 
instruments with 
financial values
René Vannes

1943

Transcription 
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